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HD Video, 2 mins 59 secs (film still).
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite: The Talisman Project (exhibition
installation). Image: Tauranga Art Gallery
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1.0 Introduction

This report outlines the
activities of the Tauranga
Art Gallery Trust for the
year ending 30 June 2016.
The principal activity of the
Trust is to govern a public
art gallery for Tauranga.
This is the 18th Year in
Review publication since
the Trust was established
in 1998.
During the year the Trust
conducted a strategic review
which identified a purpose and
aspirations for the organisation
moving into the future.

We will be
recognised as a
leader in arts and
culture locally and
nationally
We will become
known for innovation
in the way we
work and what
we create

We will be
acknowledged as a
hub for diversity

Our Purpose
To create exceptional art
experiences that engage,
inspire, challenge and
educate
We will be a model
of sustainable
practice both
philosphically and
operationally

We will be a vital
part of the fabric
of the city

We will become an
iconic destination and
a must-see location
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2.0 Highlights

3.0 Governance

54,101 visitors

The Trustees as at 30 June 2016 were:

25 exhibitions
9,438 students through our
education programmes
3000 people on our database
1200 visitors to 2 Family Fun days
21,542 users across our
digital platforms
37 functions and events
60+ meetings and presentations
to stakeholders
11 Friends of the Gallery
Art in the Afternoons

Peter Anderson (Chairperson) MCR, IMD, Laussane
Sonya Korohina	B.A. Grad. Dip in Arts
Management.
Judith Stanway	M Soc Sci, BBS, FCA,
AF Inst D.
Mary Stewart
Grad Dip Mgt.
Rebecca Graham
B.A., LLB
Simon Clarke
LLB, B.A MInstD

Trust Office
Tauranga Art Gallery is situated
at 108 Willow Street, Tauranga.
Postal address:
PO Box 13255, Tauranga 3141
Phone: 07 578 7933
Website: www.artgallery.org.nz
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The Trust Board’s strategic review of
the Gallery in October 2015 and the
agreements reached with Council in
December that year in terms of the
Enduring Statement of Expectations and
the Letter of Expectations, encouraged
renewed efforts to continue with our
goals of ensuring art initiatives were
more diverse and met the expectations
of the region’s changing and growing
population.

25 art
exhibitions (10
more than the
target) were
delivered and
enjoyed by a
total number of
54,101 visitors.

The Gallery team placed emphasis on
delivering art experiences that would;

3.1 Chairperson’s Report
The 2015/2016 year was one of great
challenge for the Gallery. Staff changes,
an organisational review and subsequent
restructuring to reposition the Gallery
for the future, placed pressure on all
involved.
From January 2015 until 27 July 2015,
when the new Director Karl Chitham
commenced in his role, existing staff
with help from trustees, worked diligently
to maintain the high standard of
exhibitions and art experiences toi
Tauranga is renowned.

• Ensure Tauranga Art Gallery is seen
as a destination for both visitors and
residents
• Bring innovative and alternative ways
to provide art experiences to the city
• Provide the opportunity for all to
access, learn and experience
visual arts
• Enable the Gallery to become a hub
for multicultural experiences and
audiences
• Run the Gallery in a sustainable
manner, protecting the Gallery and
its collections for current and future
generations

The fact that during the review period 25
art exhibitions (10 more than the target)
were delivered and enjoyed by a total
number of 54,101 visitors; is testimony to
staff’s dedication to delivering public art
experiences that support the achievement
of the Gallery Purpose; “To create
exceptional art experiences that engage,
inspire, challenge and educate”.
Some of the highlight exhibitions over
the reporting period include projects
that have specifically focussed on
creating links with local communities
and organisations. The touring exhibition
Tungaru: The Kiribati Project was paired
with a major installation, Blutopia
Manifesto, by Auckland artist John
Reynolds to highlight the relationship of
island communities to climate change.
As part of the associated programmes
we held an opening function and two
Family Fun Day’s run by our Learning
and Engagement team in conjunction
with the artists and the local Kiribati
community. Their cultural performances,
story-telling and demonstration of
traditional crafts were completely
engaging. 1,200 people visited the
Gallery in just two days.
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The Gallery hosted a number of
significant touring exhibitions including
a major retrospective of artist Toss
Woollaston. Toi Tauranga was the first
venue nationally to host the Te Papa
exhibition of major works by immigrant
artist Petrus van der Velden. That
exhibition attracted Dutch audiences
in particular from across the Bay of
Plenty and the Waikato regions.
Other projects applied a more holistic
approach linking exhibitions with
collaborative partnerships and extensions
through our public programmes.
The exhibition World Builder: The Art
of Bob Gerrard was the first exchange
project based on a recently established
MOU with The Dowse Art Museum,
Lower Hutt. Our regularly changing
foyer programme of video works is a
new collaboration with CIRCUIT, an
online video art hub covering New
Zealand and Australia. Similarly, our
collaboration with the University of
Waikato enabled the Gallery to exhibit
a major exhibition of works by New York
based New Zealand artist Max Gimblett,
who travelled to New Zealand to be the

Tauranga and
the Western Bay
of Plenty are
experiencing
significant
growth and
many people
with children
are relocating
to our region.

Gallery’s key note speaker at the 2016
Claudia Jarman Memorial Lecture.
Projects such as the 25th Anniversary
Exhibition of New Zealand Medal Artists
allowed the Gallery to run programmes
in conjunction with Anzac Day and also
a very successful floor talk with over 50
participants.
The Gallery also extended its reach
to attract new audiences through
innovative public programmes including
the very successful Art+Money Series,
aimed at developing interest in the arts
through talks about investment,
philanthropy and collecting.
Tauranga Art Gallery was the host of
the inaugural Tauranga Zinefest held
in conjunction with Escape Festival
attracting over 500 visitors. Our staff
have also worked closely with the
Friends of Tauranga Art Gallery to offer
added value to help grow and diversify
the Friends membership, including
taking a guided tour of galleries in
Hamilton and the Waikato, behind the
scenes tours and installation talks by
artists and updates on the programme.

Tauranga and the Western Bay of Plenty
are experiencing significant growth and
many people with children are relocating
to our region. The early introduction of
art and culture to our school age
children is an important role for the
Gallery and its staff.
The Gallery’s LEOTC programmes
continued to be extremely popular with
schools in the region. Whilst the Gallery
staff welcome such interest and work
hard to accommodate all requests, the
demand places pressure on existing
resources. The success of the Learning
and Engagement Programmes is
evidenced by the fact that in the review
period, 9,438 children participated in
various art experiences; 3,438 children
more than the gallery’s SOI target of
6,000 for the year.
Governance
From 1 July 2015 three new trustees;
Simon Clarke, Rebecca Graham and
Ben Eagleson were appointed, joining
existing trustees, Peter Anderson, Sonya
Korohina, Judith Stanway and Mary
Stewart. In December 2015 Ben Eagleson
resigned and relocated to Australia.
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The Trust greatly
appreciates
the continued
support from
its various
Gallery funders,
exhibition
sponsors and
supporters,
including our
artists.

The Trust now operates a committee
structure with defined Terms of
Reference to share governance
responsibilities and trustee focus for:
• Risk, Finance & Administration
• Art Experiences & Curatorial Services
• Stakeholder Relations
Financial
Although total revenue of $1,301,458 was
below budget ($1,347,032) and proved
difficult to claw back; additional
expenditure was incurred in realigning
staffing and related costs, carrying out
overdue building maintenance, writing
off obsolete assets and `updating
technology to improve operational
performance. As a result of building
revaluation, depreciation and
amortisation increased to $132,000
compared to budget of $108,000. The
Gallery has over recent years, built up
its reserves and was able to entirely
fund the deficit of $209,397. No funds
were borrowed and total Gallery equity
is extremely positive at $9,739,766.

Foundation
In 2014 Tauranga City Council passed a
resolution approving the establishment
of a fundraising foundation to support
the Gallery. It has taken much longer
than envisaged for the completely Gallery
independent group of volunteers, to
recruit suitable trustees to enable the
foundation to become operational.
Indications are that the Tauranga Art
Gallery Foundation is expected to be
launched before the end of 2016.
Thanks
Special thanks to all Gallery staff who
are so committed to delivering great art
and visitor experiences for the interest
and enjoyment of our community. Thanks
also to my fellow volunteer trustees for
all their contributions and efforts during
the 2015/2016 year. The Trust has been
heartened by the efforts of our new
Director Karl Chitham in leading Toi
Tauranga and for his engagement
with the arts sector and the community
at large.

The Friends of the Gallery are keen
supporters and volunteers. Their help,
financial contribution and particularly
their involvement in Gallery activities
and functions is most sincerely
appreciated.
The Trust greatly appreciates the
continued support from its various
Gallery funders, exhibition sponsors
and supporters, including our artists.
Your support means we can continue
to reach out and engage with our
different communities and share with
them the wonders of the creative world.

Peter Anderson
Chairman
The Tauranga Art Gallery Trust
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4.0 Exhibitions

1.7.15
—
30.6.16
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery
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Te Whare Tawhiao
by Shona Tawhiao

Uku Rere: Nga Kaihanga
Uku and beyond

16 May – 18 July 2015

16 May – 02 August 2015

A special exhibition by awardwinning mahi raranga artist and
fashion designer Shona Tawhiao.
Her uniquely designed garments
are created combining modern
materials and native flax (harakeke),
paired with matching accessories
such as hats and shoes. Unlike
most other designers, Tawhiao
mixes traditional Maori weaving
techniques and materials with
contemporary fashion.

Tauranga Art Gallery was the final
venue for this ground-breaking
exhibition, showcasing ceramics
by the five principal members of
Nga Kaihanga Uku — Baye Riddell,
Manos Nathan, Colleen Urlich,
Wi Taepa and Paerau Corneal.

Tawhiao’s work has been shown in
Paris, London and Melbourne and
her garments have been down
runways during New Zealand,
Melbourne and London Fashion
Weeks.
Shona Tawhiao: The Whare Tawhiao (exhibition
installation). Image: Tauranga Art Gallery

This exhibition told the story of the
national clayworker’s association,
Nga Kaihanga Uku, established in
1986. Featuring around 60 handbuilt ceramic works this exhibition
charted the creative progress of
these dynamic members of the
movement over the last 25 years.

Norm & Noeleen
30 May – 02 August 2015
This photographic exhibition by
Bernie Harfleet and Donna Turtle
Sarten featured two very personal
stories following the demise of the
artists’ parents from illness. Norm
& Noeleen acted as a reminder to
viewers of the disempowerment
that age and disability can bring.
As a partnership these artists are
well versed in going outside of their
comfort zone to probe their own
stories and the associated social
issues.

Illustrations from
Te Papa’s Buller’s Birds
13 June – 19 July 2015
This touring exhibition from Te
Papa showcases the illustrations
from one of New Zealand’s most
famous books documenting our
native bird species. The exhibition
includes original hand-coloured
lithographs by London-based and
renowned nature illustrator
Johannes Keulemans, as well as
engravings and drawings by New
Zealander John Buchanan. The
exhibition is part of Te Papa’s
broader programme to work with
regional museums and galleries
and showcase more of the national
art collection.

Exhibition developed and toured
by Pataka Art+Museum
Uku Rere: Nga Kaihanga Uku and beyond
(exhibition installation). Image: Tauranga
Art Gallery

Turtle Sarten, Noeleen, 2010-2012.
Image: Courtesy of the artist

Johannes G Keulemans, Little spotted kiwi,
Apteryx owenii, 1872, hand-coloured lithograph
from A History of the Birds of New Zealand,
1st edition. Te Papa (1992-0035-1093/2)
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Ray Ching
Dawn Chorus:
The Fables

Invitation to Openness
— Substantive and
Transitive States

13 June – 18 July 2015

20 June – 04 October 2015

World-renowned artist Raymond
Ching has created a unique
celebration of New Zealand’s birds
and landscapes. The exhibition
offers the viewer cleverly painted
and elaborately constructed
illustrations that form the basis
of the accompanying book, Dawn
Chorus: The Legendary Voyage to
New Zealand of the Fabled Teller of
Fables. Ray Ching is considered by
many to be one of the best wildlife
painters in New Zealand.

This exhibition by Wellington
sculptor Elizabeth Thomson is an
ambitious installation of hundreds
of flocked, white, bronze moths.
Invading the gallery space, these
moths create an immersive
environment, landing on the walls
of their own accord without the
restriction of order as if it is their
natural habitat. This ghostly
presence evokes a sense of unease
but also mystery and wonder—like
an apparition or vision — a pure
moment in time and a reminder
of our fragility and transience.

This touring exhibition has been
developed by ARTIS Gallery, Auckland

Ray Ching, The Weka and the Grapes.
Image: Courtesy of the artist

The Talisman Project
Mia Straka & Roger Kelly

Printmaking:
Beyond the Frame

01 August – 01 November 2015

08 August – 18 October 2015

The Talisman Project has been
constructed for people to look at,
touch, enter, walk through and
wear. Exploring the notion of a
talisman, an object believed to
exercise protective power, the
makers aim to investigate themes
of containment, protection and
restriction.

An exhibition of work by members
of the Central Print Council
Aotearoa New Zealand (CPCANZ),
including work by three invited
guests. The title refers to the frame
that surrounds a two dimensional
work, isolating it from the wall and
forming a barrier of protection or
decoration. It also refers to the
contemporary perception of print
as a conventional, framed and wall
based medium.

The project is an ongoing
collaboration between jeweller
Mia Straka and designer Roger
Kelly, which spans art forms and
media in a discussion of values
and inter-connectivity.

This exhibition was developed and
toured by The Dowse Art Museum

This exhibition has been generously
supported by the Friends of the
Tauranga Art Gallery

Elizabeth Thomson: Invitation to Openness
— Substantive and Transitive States.
Image: Tom Hoyle

The Talisman Project (exhibition installation).
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery

Printmaking: Beyond the Frame (exhibition
installation). Image: Tauranga Art Gallery
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Make Me: Darcell Apelu

Time Capsule

The Supremes

Everyday Things

08 August – 13 September 2015

22 August – 27 September 2015

February 14 – March 29 2015

16 October 2015 – 17 April 2016

Apelu’s work explores perceptions
of the Pacific body through
identification, specifically that
of being ‘other’ within the social
climate of New Zealand and the
Pacific. Make Me is an installation
and series of performances that
highlight issues around Pacific
identity and how this does not
always fit with a local environment
or culture like Tauranga. It explores
Apelu’s journey growing up in, and
returning to, Tauranga and how
her perspectives have been shaped
since being exposed to Pacific
culture in Auckland.

Community groups were invited to
submit a proposal for a work that
would be hidden behind the walls of
our vault gallery space. Two groups
were selected to participate.

The Supremes are Mandy Hague,
Marianna Bullmore and Lea-Anne
Sheather. They are a trio of
talented women who have been
the Supreme Award winners of
the Tauranga Art Gallery Miles
Art Awards. For this exhibition
the artists were invited to present
the ideas and artworks occupying
them since they received their
awards in 2010, 2012 and 2014
respectively. Each artist, in her own
way, explores the common themes
of the human impact on the natural
environment including notions of
life, death, beauty, growth and
decay.

Part of an ongoing series of
collaborative moving image
programmes co-curated by
CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video
Aotearoa New Zealand and
Tauranga Art Gallery. This
programme features works that
look at ordinary actions. Each of
these deceptively simple films
highlights the strange, surprising
and humorous moments we are
surrounded by every day.

Lea-Anne Sheater, Swollen Interchanges.
Image: Courtesy of the artist

Seung Yul Oh, The Ability to Blow Themselves
Up (2013). Image: Courtesy of the artist

This exhibition has been generously
supported by Tautai and Bay of Plenty
Polytechnic

Make Me: Darcell Apelu (exhibition installation).
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery

Papamoa Kindergarten pupils
painted Lest we Forget, which was
inspired by WWI and the ANZACS.
As part of the project the children
researched their tipuna (ancestors)
who were involved in the war effort.
ACG Tauranga’s large-scale
collaborative work was based
on artist Reuben Paterson’s work
Whakapapa: get down upon your
knees. They created a repeated
pattern that showed the subtle
differences of each individual
student’s work.
Time Capsule (exhibition installation).
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery
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Blutopia: MANIFESTO

Waitangi Wahine

17 October 2015 –
14 February 2016

23 October –
06 December 2015

Developed for the atrium space
of the Gallery, John Reynolds’
installation Blutopia: MANIFESTO is
a comment on all things ‘blue’. With
a tableau of street protest placards
with slogans, word plays and
drawings, this rowdy installation
invited you to think about the
qualities and associations we
often take for granted.

This touring exhibition was a
commemoration of the 175th
anniversary of the signing of Te
Tiriti o Waitangi/The Treaty of
Waitangi. This exhibition brings
together work from mana wahine
Robyn Kahukiwa, Tracey Tawhiao,
Suzanne Tamaki, Linda Munn and
Andrea Hopkins. A provocative
exhibition, Waitangi Wahine
explored some of the social and
political issues that have arisen
since the treaty was signed in 1840.

The installation makes an appeal
for a public sense of ownership
of the broader environmental
commitments we need to make to
maintain our threatened oceans.

This exhibition was developed and
toured by Expressions Whirinaki.

This exhibition has been generously
supported by the Sheila Morgan
Charitable Trust and Inhouse Design
Blutopia: MANIFESTO (exhibition installation).
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery

Linda Munn, Not For Sale, 2015.
Image: Expressions and the artist

Tungaru: The Kiribati
Project
14 November 2015 –
24 January 2016
This exhibition was a collaboration
between contemporary New
Zealand artists, Chris Charteris
and Jeff Smith. The show
incorporated sculpture,
photography and interactive video.
Tungaru is the pre-colonial name
for Kiribati, an island nation facing
evacuation due to the impact of
rising sea levels. The exhibition
tells the personal story of Charteris
reconnecting with his roots and
also references the larger global
issues of climate change, overpopulation and threats to
traditional cultures.

Jeff Smith, Te tia Buaka ni Kiribati (Kiribati
Warrior), 2014. Image: Sam Hartnett

Woollaston: The Wallace
Arts Trust Collection,
1931 – 1996
19 December 2015 –
13 March 2016
In 1995 the James Wallace Arts
Trust acquired an unparalleled
collection of works of art by
Woollaston, then widely
acknowledged as one of New
Zealand’s greatest living painters.
A special feature of the exhibition
is the sequence of over 80 studies
of ‘Erua’, a Greymouth schoolboy
whom Woollaston employed as a
model in the early 1960s.
This exhibition has been developed and
toured by the James Wallace Arts Trust

Toss Woollaston, Mapua Oil, 1934.
Image: James Wallace Arts Trust
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Choice — A changing
series of artworks
selected from the
Tauranga Art Gallery
Collection
This changing display of artwork
highlights the gems in the Tauranga
Art Gallery’s collection. Selected by
staff members, this project provides
an opportunity to see some of the
collection and find out a little bit
more about individual artworks.
Choice 1 — Zoe Ireland (1912 – 2008)
The Utuhina Stream, selected by
Kylie Morgan, Gallery Services
Manager.
Choice 2 — Mark Braunias, Nuss
selected by Gallery Director, Karl
Chitham.

Mark Braunias, Nuss.
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery

Matt Dowman:
A Brighter Future
06 February – 17 April 2016
For Tauranga Art Gallery, Auckland
artist Matt Dowman created a
vibrant site-specific environment
that you become immersed in as
you enter the space. Utilising the
visual language of street art,
comic book illustration and formal
abstraction, Dowman investigates
surface texture, colour and
repetition in this impressive
installation.
This exhibition has been generously
supported by the Kathleen Dorothy
Kirkby Charitable Trust and Perpetual
Guardian.

Medal Artists of
New Zealand 25th
Anniversary Exhibition:
Regroup Reflect
Regenerate
06 February – 08 May 2016
This touring exhibition looked
to the past, present and future
practices of an impressive group
of 33 medal artists. With over 200
medals on display, the exhibition
celebrates the 25-year journey of
the Medal Artists of New Zealand
(MANZ). The works represented
contemporary medal art, which
embraces freedom of design
including choice of subject,
material and composition.

To & Fro
08 February – 17 July 2016
Part of an ongoing series of
collaborative moving image
programmes co-curated by
CIRCUIT Artist Film and Video
Aotearoa New Zealand and
Tauranga Art Gallery.
These moving image works explore
notions of travel and the unusual
modes we use to get from one
place to another. From real estate
opportunities on Mars to someone
dancing their way across a bridge
in south Auckland, each artist has
come to this idea from their own
unique perspective

Generously supported by Kathleen
Dorothy Kirkby Charitable Trust and
Perpetual Guardian
Artist Matt Dowman.
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery

Fiona Garlick, Undergrowth (2014).
Image: Courtesy of the artist

Matthew Cowan, The Barber’s Pole (2012).
Image: Circuit
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Elliot Collins:
The Weight of History

World Builder:
The Bob Gerrard Story

27 February – 19 June 2016

25 March – 29 May 2016

For the atrium artist Elliot Collins
produced one of his signature
installations. He is most well known
for his word paintings with tender
and wistful phrases that read like
a song lyric or a poem combined
with vibrant painted backgrounds.

This touring exhibition presented
the life and work of an
extraordinary self-taught artist
whose work has rarely been seen
outside of Wellington. Strange,
mysterious and deeply inventive,
Bob Gerrard’s artwork gives a view
into another world. Gerrard’s
sculptures and a selection of nearly
50 paintings depict a surreal realm
with its own peculiar logic.

Through the use of text, Collins’
work captures some of the softer
interactions we have everyday.
Ideas such as longing, desire and
sadness are expressed — inviting
the reader to take a closer look or
to interpret them from a personal
perspective.

Developed and toured by
The Dowse Art Museum. Generously
supported by Kathleen Dorothy
Kirkby Charitable Trust and Perpetual
Guardian

Craig McClure: Atlas

Otherworld

26 March – 29 May 2016

23 April – 14 August 2016

Created for the vault, Atlas was a
site specific installation that draws
together the many threads of
McClure’s art making. Inspired
by American comic books and
cartoons, he has built his own
caste of characters that look into
fictional stereotypes of masculinity
and the super-hero. McClure has
turned these tough guys into what
he calls ‘man puddles’, unlikely to
rescue you and more accustomed
to panic attacks.

Featuring the work of Alex McLeod
(Canada), Mark Rodda (Australia)
and Peter Madden (New Zealand)
the exhibition Otherworld explored
surreal and mysterious lands and
featured a collection of constructed
realms. Each work suggests a
playful fantasyland that hints at
something a little darker just below
the surface.

This exhibition has been generously
supported by Resene

This exhibition has been supported by
the Kathleen Dorothy Kirkby Charitable
Trust and Perpetual Guardian and Dulux
Artist Elliot Collins at work.
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery

Bob Gerrard, Salvation Army Band Ark, 2000.
Image: The Dowse Art Museum

Craig McClure, Man Puddle Collage, 2015.
Image: Courtesy of the artist

Alex McLeod, Midnight Realm (video still), 2016.
Image: Courtesy of the artist
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The Universe —
Max Gimblett
21 May – 31 July 2016
This exhibition presents a selection
of paintings and works-on-paper
by New York-based, New Zealand
artist Max Gimblett. The Universe
includes twenty-two works from
the University of Waikato’s
collection supported by a number
of paintings from Gow Langsford
Gallery, Auckland. The works show
the gestural splashes of vibrant
colour, and metallic leafing
Gimblett has become known for.

Natura Naturans:
A Moving Image Survey
by Denise Batchelor
11 June – 21 August 2016
A sleepy hedgehog, wide-eyed
Morepork and wind swept hills
are a much needed antidote to
the frantic speed of our busy
daily routines. Hokianga-based
Batchelor captures the quiet
moments that we often don’t take
the time to see or fail to notice.
For Tauranga Art Gallery,
Batchelor presented a selected
survey of her moving image from
2010 to the present.

Petrus van der Velden:
Art of Two Halves
11 June – 21 August 2016
Made up of paintings, sketches
and journals, this touring exhibition
from Te Papa reveals the mastery
of this early New Zealand painter.
It showcased a number of works
spanning van der Velden’s Dutch
and New Zealand years, exploring
his unique and highly dramatic
approach to subject and theme.
This exhibition, developed and toured
by Museum of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa, has been generously
supported by the Venetta Miles Trust.

Top Art 2016
22 June – 30 June 2016
Top Art is an annual touring
exhibition featuring a selection of
the NCEA Level 3 portfolios that
achieved Excellence in Visual Art
in the previous year. The streams
covered are design, painting,
photography, printmaking and
sculpture. Top Art provides an
opportunity for secondary
students and teachers to gain an
understanding of what is required
to achieve Excellence at Level 3. It
also allows members of the public
to see the high quality art being
created in schools.

This exhibition has been generously
supported by the Friends of the
Tauranga Art Gallery

Max Gimblett, Silver Chalice on High,
2012/13. Image: The University of Waikato

Summer Breeze (detail) 2014. HD Video, 8 mins
13 secs (film still). Courtesy of the artist

Petrus van der Velden, Marken funeral barge,
1890–1891, oil on canvas. Gift of the New
Zealand Academy of Fine Arts, 1936. Te Papa
(1936-0012-113)

Top Art 2016, (exhibition installation).
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery
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Blutopia: MANIFESTO (exhibition installation).
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery
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Our TAG art studios for children
remain popular, with the majority
of classes booked out in each
school holiday series

Image: Beanz Lifestyle / JayDrew Photography
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5.0 Learning and engagement programmes
5.1 Education
A new Learning Experiences Outside
of the Classroom (LEOTC) grant was
tendered for and awarded to cover the
2016, 2017 and 2018 school years. The
quota for this contract remains at 7500
students annually, a target that the
Gallery continues to exceed, delivering
learning programmes to over 9400
primary and secondary school students
this year.
Survey results continue to testify to
the exceptionally high quality of the
programmes and resources, relevance
to the New Zealand Curriculum and
expert delivery by our educators. A
special effort was made in this year to
attract interest from schools that were
not regular visitors to the Gallery, in
order to diversify the reach of our
programmes. 12 schools visited this
year that had not visited in the previous
financial year.
The Artbus remains a major draw card
for the LEOTC programme, providing
free transport to the Gallery for schools
throughout Tauranga and the Western
Bay of Plenty.

This service has been generously
supported by TECT, BayTrust and
Western Bay of Plenty District Council.
Early Childhood Education (ECE) was
targeted as an area for development this
year, with twice as many Educator-led
programmes being delivered as the
previous year and many new relationships
with ECE providers being established.
The Gallery has also provided learning
experiences for tertiary students and
other community groups such as Pacific
Coast Technical Institute, Bay of Plenty
Polytech, Bethlehem Tertiary Institute,
Waikato University, Probus, Girl Guides,
YMCA, Avalon and Junior Forest and Bird.
Our TAG art studios for children remain
popular, with the majority of classes
booked out in each school holiday series
and over 700 participants across the year.
The introduction of weekend ‘drop-in’ art
making sessions has provided a low cost
option for families who may have been
affected by an increase of the cost of
these programmes in this year.

A special effort
was made in
this year to
attract interest
from schools
that were not
regular visitors
to the Gallery
in order to
diversify the
reach of our
programmes.

5.2 Public programmes
The Gallery provides a selection of
programmes to the public to deepen
engagement with exhibitions. These
include artist/exhibition talks for most
exhibitions, panel discussions, expert
lectures, performances and Family
Fun Days. Highlights of this year’s
programme have included:
• Solo artist talks by Bernie Hartfleet,
John Reynolds, Chris Charteris and
Craig McCLure
• Group artist talks by the Central Print
Council, the Medal Artists of New
Zealand and artists included in
Waitangi Wahine and The Supremes
• Matariki performance series in
conjunction with Uku Rere and
Matariki
• Lecture by Doug Ramsay (NIWA)
about Climate Change in Kiribati
• Community openings of Vault
Time Capsule Project and
• Footnote Dance Company in
conjunction with The Talisman Project
• The Tauranga Zinefest
• Art & Money series
(to be continued into the next year)
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6.0 Venue hire and events
In order to promote what the Gallery
does and to provide opportunities for
members of the community to engage
with the Gallery through different
activities, we offer the facility for venue
hire, performances and promotions.
Throughout the 2015/2016 year the
Gallery has been the venue for numerous
private functions and events, ticketed
performances and inhouse events such
as exhibition openings.
These include:
• All The Lonely People
— Inzpire Dance Co.
• Blues Direct From Japan
— Tauranga Music
• Tauranga Girls’ College Film Night
• Eb & Sparrow
• Young Professionals
• Hollister Lellman-Jones
• Angel @ My Table — Venture Centre
• Mountain Film Fest
• Baby Jazz — Tauranga Music
• Tauranga Startup Weekend
• Downtown Tauranga
• Hollie Smith

• KPMG
• Rachel Dawick
• Civic Choir
• Tauranga City Council
• Priority One
• Adam & Gary
• Polish Community Trust
• They Also Serve
• Enspire Youth Video Challenge
• Glue Hq
• Anika Moa
• Tauranga Boys College Fundraiser
• Big Bike Film Night
• Project Tauranga
• Anna Hawkins
• NZ/China Friendship Association
• TGC & Aquinas College Choir
• Tauranga National
• Civic Heart Forum
Exhibition openings:
• The Talisman Project
• Blutopia: MANIFESTO
• Tungaru: The Kiribati Project
• Elliot Collins, Craig McClure and
World Builder: The Art of Bob Gerard
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Zine
Image: Richard Robinson Photography

fest
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7.0 Communications
A variety of communication and
marketing tools have been used this year
to promote the Gallery and to generate
exposure for our exhibition programme
and events. The focus has been on highquality editorial content, networking
opportunities, information sharing, and
utilising our digital media channels.
Advertising in local newspapers and
specialised art publications has been
part of the marketing mix, although it
has been identified that many traditional
approaches to advertising no longer suit
the organisation or our visitor’s lifestyles.
Along with budget considerations, this
has resulted in a shift to promotion
mainly through editorial content, social
media, and targeted advertising.
The reach of our social media presence
on Facebook and Twitter continues to
increase, and this year we have added

Instagram to our social media
engagement platforms. All social media
sites are updated regularly with exhibition
and event information, art news, photos
of school and group visits, and they are
used to share relevant posts from other
organisations and art pages.

Regular e-newsletters have been sent
out to our database of around 3000
contacts, notifying them of new
exhibitions and events, and to share
snippets of news which all link back to
the Gallery website for more information,
visuals and/or booking information.

We had a strong digital presence with
our website artgallery.org.nz as well as
on other digital platforms and newsletters
such as Tourism Bay of Plenty, Tauranga
City Council, Creative Tauranga, Happy
Local, ART BOP, Bay of Plenty Times,
Eventfinda, and Tripadvisor.

Tauranga Library offers the Gallery a
window display at no cost, which we
have taken to the next level this year
by treating it as an additional gallery
space. Yet another opportunity for the
community to get an introduction to
what’s on offer at Tauranga Art Gallery
Toi Tauranga.

We continued to build value-adding
relationships with local businesses and
organisations including Priority One,
Creative Tauranga, Tauranga Libraries,
the Bay of Plenty Times, Weekend Sun,
and ART BOP.

A variety of communication and
marketing tools have been used
this year to promote the Gallery
and to generate exposure for our
exhibition programme and events.
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8.0 Friends of the Gallery
9.0 Sponsors and supporters
Nga Mata Ratarata o Toi Tauranga
The Friends of the Tauranga Art Gallery are art enthusiasts
committed to supporting the Gallery socially, financially and
as advocates. As at the year ending 30 June 2016, our active
membership totals 305, including a dynamic group of new
members that are keen to extend the Friends reach into diverse
sectors of the community.
We host the monthly series of talks, Art in Afternoon, which
give insights from a wide variety of artists and others involved
in arts and culture in the Bay of Plenty. The Friends Committee
also assists at all Gallery exhibition openings and has initiated
several Friends-only events, including:
• Art About — a guided art tour by Gallery Director
Karl Chitham to the Waikato Museum and several
Waikato galleries
• Art in Studio — visits to local artists’ studios
• Art at Home — viewing private art collections in Tauranga
The Friends continue to generously support Gallery functions
and exhibitions, including being key sponsors at various events
such as The Talisman Project and funding the catalogue for
Denise Batchelor’s Natura Naturans exhibition.

The following trusts, individuals and
organisations generously supported the
Gallery’s exhibition programme during
2015/2016 financial year.
Many of these strong partnerships have
underpinned our success and helped us
to provide exceptional art experiences
for our visitors.
• Acorn Foundation
• BayTrust
• Beca
• Booking Roster
• Chartwell Trust
• Claudia Jarman Fund
• Cooney Lees Morgan
• Creative Communities Scheme
• Creative NZ

• Dulux NZ
• Friends of the Gallery
• Gouda Cheese Shop
• Kale Print
• Kathleen Dorothy Kirkby
Charitable Trust
• Pernod Ricard
• Perpetual Guardian Trust
• Quest Tauranga
• Resene Paints
• Sharp Tudhope Lawyers
• Sheila Morgan Charitable Trust
• Sony NZ
• TECT
• The Lion Foundation
• Titan Imports — Beanz Bean Bags
• Venetta Miles Trust
• Woods Creative Agency
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10.0 Financial performance
Tauranga Art Gallery is a Council
Controlled Organisation (CCO), and
receives ongoing operational funding
from the Tauranga City Council. The
Gallery also has a three-year contract
with Western Bay of Plenty District
Council and receives $33,000 per
annum. Between 20 and 25% of visitors
to the Gallery are from the Western Bay.
The Tauranga Art Gallery Trust is
committed to raising 20 percent of the
Gallery’s operating budget. In the year
ending 30 June 2016, it raised 20.7%.
Working capital ratios are positive and
no debt was raised. Total gallery equity
is extremely positive at $9.7 million.
The 2015/2016 financial year was
successful in terms of programming and
audience engagement but was also one
of review and consolidation. It allowed
the Board and Director to take stock,
reorganise and put in place processes,
guidelines and measures that will be
necessary for the organisation moving
forward. Recognising that this process
would have a financial impact, the Board
and Director elected to proceed in order

to reorientate the organisation
to be more financially responsible and
transparent in its reporting. The Gallery
reported a cashflow deficit of $60,939
after capital purchases of $57,762 and
an overall operating deficit of $209,397
for the year ended 30 June 2016.
Although a deficit was recorded in
this≈financial year, the Board met the
corresponding variances from its own
accumulated funds.
The operating deficit can be attributed
primarily to below budget gross revenue
of 3.5% and expenditure exceeding
budget by 9.8%. Some of the significant
factors were higher than budgeted costs
associated with human resources,
revenue and expenditure for ticketed
events not meeting targets, and increased
maintenance costs for the building.
Coinciding with this was an asset review
and write-offs and a building revaluation
which resulted in higher than budgeted
depreciation.
The Board is determined that the Gallery
will continue to operate in a financially
sustainable and prudent manner.
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11.0 Financial statements and audit
The Tauranga Art
Gallery Trust
Statement of Financial
Performance for the year
ended 30 June 2016

Note

2016 Actual $

2016 Budget $

2015 Actual $

Funding from Local and Central Government

1

Sponsorships, Grants and Donations*

2

981,586

973,031

954,842

153,435

192,000

139,544

45,458

45,000

55,219

Revenue

Interest and dividends
Other revenue

3

120,979

137,000

167,847

1,301,458

1,347,031

1,317,452

829,792

768,746

677,713

Advertising and Marketing

46,769

50,000

59,433

Lease Expense

6,292

0

4,322

Total Revenue
Expenditure
Employee related expenses

5

Depreciation and amortisation

10

132,020

108,000

127,841

Cost of providing goods and services

4

495,945

448,825

463,665

38

0

152

Total Expenses

Finance costs

1,510,856

1,375,571

1,333,126

Surplus/(Deficit)

(209,397)

(28,540)

(15,675)

*Includes non-cash donations of $2,500
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The Tauranga Art
Gallery Trust
Statement of Financial
Position as at 30 June 2016

Note

2016 Actual $

2016 Budget $

Bank accounts and cash

6

173,934

136,859

Inventories

9

11,235

27,539

Debtors and other receivables

7

24,038

55,802

Investments

8

1,018,366

1,116,379

Current Assets

Assets available for sale
Total Current Assets

6,800

6,800

1,234,372

1,343,379

Non-current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

10

Total Non-current Assets

8,720,264

8,813,024

8,720,264

8,813,024
142,675

Total Assets
Creditors and other payables

11

137,473

Employee benefit liabilities

12

77,398

64,566

Total Current Liabilities

214,871

207,241

Total Liabilities

214,871

207,241

9,739,766

9,949,162

Total Assets Less Total Liabilities
Equity
Tauranga City Council interest in Tauranga Art Gallery Trust

18

1,000,000

1,000,000

Land revaluation reserve

18

1,612,060

1,612,060

Building revaluation reserve

18

342,464

342,464

Collection revaluation reserve

18

236,119

236,119

Retained earnings

18

6,549,122

6,758,519

9,739,766

9,949,162

Total Trust Equity

Waitangi Wahine (exhibition installation)
Image: Tauranga Art Gallery
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